Structural aspects of lipid monolayers: computer simulation analyses.
Extensive molecular dynamics simulations at room temperature were carried out for model films of two dissimilar lipids (DPPC and dicaprin) at the air/water interface. To study the peculiarities of the organization patterns at different average areas per molecule, surface concentrations corresponding to five almost equally spaced points along the isotherms of the two surfactants were considered. A variable of prime interest was the density distribution in a direction normal to the interface of the monolayer components: interfacial water and surfactant on one hand and the separate moieties of the lipids on the other hand. The packing pattern and cluster size dispersion were studied by means of Voronoi tessellation and radial distribution functions. Speculations regarding structural changes upon phase-state changes during film compression were made. Individual characteristics for surfactant heads and tails as well as for interfacial water were outlined and related to the available experimental data. An analysis of the diffusion coefficients revealed the limiting factors for lipid lateral and normal diffusion. Structural arguments in support of changes in monolayer dielectric properties with the area per molecule were provided.